Efficiency Made Easy (EME)
Upgrade your building systems with zero investment
Energy efficiency solutions with no upfront capital

Energy cost is one of the expenses no business can avoid for the crucial role it plays throughout the business processes. It is also challenging to manage energy effectively and reduce expenses as it requires a heavy upfront investment, which can further strain finances. Efficiency Made Easy® (EME) is a comprehensive demand-side management approach that enables customers to finance controlled energy consumption measures and support businesses to achieve their environmental goals.

*Mysupplier* has partnered with *Constellation* to bring you Efficiency Made Easy® (EME), a custom-tailored solution to empower your business to achieve your strategic financial and environmental goals.
Scale your business with zero investment

Efficiency Made Easy® (EME) enables you to invest in energy efficiency equipment and solutions with zero upfront capital. Instead, you are charged monthly along with your power or gas bill from Constellation. This streamlined process allows you to realize your energy efficiency goals and its reduced energy consumption benefits while saving a substantial amount on future energy costs.
Why Efficiency Made Easy® (EME)?

The Efficiency Made Easy® (EME) program is available for lighting, electric motors & drives, water & sewer conservation, building automation & energy management control systems, and cover most of the high-power consumption units to help achieve energy efficiency and environmental goals.

• With no upfront cost, EME preserves your capital while reducing your energy costs.
• Your charges will be included in your electricity or natural gas bill in a separate line for a seamless payment structure.
• Available as 36–60-month contracts, EME programs are highly flexible for businesses.
• If customers are under contract with another power or gas supplier, energy solutions can be installed immediately with an option to delay EME payments for up to 24 months.
• Leveraging Constellation’s portfolio, we deliver cutting-edge energy and efficiency solutions.
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